LITTLE RAIN WORMS 1–39
ŽÍŽALÁCI 1–39
Animation without narration
Stories about two young rain worms, who always crawl out of a hole after a shower and start carrying out their "great ideas". Sometimes they tease each other, but mostly they have to help each other. Their problem is that the bird sleeping in a tree above them gets disturbed by their mischief and when it finally wakes up, the bird wants to catch them. But the little rain worms are nifty fellows and they always save their skins at the last moment by fleeing underground.

SLIP AND SLAP 1–39
ŠTAFLÍK A ŠPAGETKA 1–39
Animation without narration
Two dogs, one small and one large, have made a home together and are up to all sorts of things. Problems come their way in the form of their ever-squabbling neighbor, the crow, who always manages to make the dogs look bad - especially with his own aims in view.

INVENTOR ALVA 1–13
VYNÁLEZCE ALVA 1–13
Animation with narration
Alva is an impish bespectacled ginger, his hair tussled all the time, who dreams of the achievements of the third millennium. And he invents things which, he believes, will come in handy in it. He has one for every situation - including those which are better off without his inventions. As a result, he mostly does more harm than good, and causes chaos. But in the process he and his two friends, Denise and her brother Philip, have good fun and experience many an adventure.
Animation with narration
An animated series in the tradition of classic Czech puppet films about a young Jesus and his family. The stories are not taken from the Bible, but are inspired by it and emphasis compassion, helping others, love and understanding, which are values that are valid regardless of one’s faith or religion. Jesus appears as an ordinary child, but in fact possesses the miraculous ability to find a remedy for any kind of suffering. We would be able to do the same if we viewed the world with our hearts rather than our heads.

THE KOKOŠKA FAMILY
ON THE ROAD
1–7
KOKOŠKOVI NA CESTÁCH
1–7
Animation with narration
The main characters of these animated stories are the remarkable members of the Kokoška family of chickens and their thrilling adventures. The father - the rooster Krocán – is a journalist for The Chicken Times, for which he writes news reports from all around the world. Accompanying him on his travels is his family, including little rooster Jonáš. The whole animal world and especially Kokoška’s editor-in-chief Krocán are constantly clamouring for new sensational news stories. Even though at first exciting events seem to be avoiding Kokoška on purpose, in the end something always happens as if by miracle. What’s more, it is usually thanks to his son, little Jonáš, that even the greatest and most dangerous adventures turn out well and The Chicken Times gets a scoop that the rest can only envy.

WHITE LADY THE BABYSITTER
1–13
BÍLÁ PANÍ NA HLÍDÁNÍ
1–13
Animation with narration
Mrs Black restores old paintings, Mr Black is officer on an ocean liner, and their children are quite a handful. They were expelled from kindergarten because they had flooded it out when playing at sailors, and none of the babysitters their parents have hired so far lasted out for more than an hour. Until Mrs Black meets Mrs White – who works miracles with the boys! No wonder, considering that in actual fact she is the magic White Lady, a ghost from an old castle, who does not hesitate to use the complete arsenal of her supernatural talents to tame the unruly quadruplets. A fact of which Mrs Black of course has not the slightest idea – because ghosts do not exist, do they? But the boys know otherwise…

LITTLE GARDEN UNDER THE STARS
1–7
ZAHRÁDKA POD HVĚZDAMI
1–7
Animation with narration
The animated series about jerboas and other little-known African wildlife. The stories recount the secret friendship between two jerboa siblings named Tina and Tom and a small marabou stork and their mutual adventures in the African wilderness. The stories are based on real attributes of African animals, but thanks to their original poetics, the stories help to create a distinct world full of humour, fantasy and unexpected encounters.

STORIES ABOUT MUM AND DAD
1–7
POVDÁNÍ O MAMINCE A TATÍNKOVI
1–7
Animation with narration
Puppet stories narrated by not-yet-born Tonda from his Mum’s tummy. We learn how his Mum Lucie, who’s a painter, and Dad Josef, a joiner, met and fell in love with each other; and in the end got married. Adventures full of imagination and original humour are contributed also by Tonda’s grandparents. Granny Coco is Madame Chanel in her heart, white the other Granny plays the violin and modestly calls herself Paganini. And of course there are Grandpas Lojza – the confectioner and pastry cook, and Antonín – the joiner, of whom the house is still full although he’s not alive any more. Sometimes we also meet the animals living in the nearby wood. In short – this family is great fun!

JERBOAS
TARBICI
1–20
Animation with narration
The animated series about jerboas and other little-known African wildlife. The stories recount the secret friendship between two jerboa siblings named Tina and Tom and a small marabou stork and their mutual adventures in the African wilderness. The stories are based on real attributes of African animals, but thanks to their original poetics, the stories help to create a distinct world full of humour, fantasy and unexpected encounters.

THE SMALLEST ELEPHANT IN THE WORLD
NEJMENŠÍ SLON NA SVĚTĚ
1–20
Animation with narration
Animated series about a tiny elephant which has to survive in the vast world of normal elephants. He is helped by his little friend the crafty hyrax which, according to the atlas of animals, is a distant relative of elephants. The narrative excels in witty dialogue and amusing plots, based on everyday adventures and concerns that will be familiar to every child.